
Confirming safety after a disaster

Let's prepare for storm and flood damage

External and Internal Home Storm and Flood Damage Countermeasures
Do not be underestimate typhoons and heavy rain because their approach can be predicted. Typhoons and heavy rains have caused 
large-scale disasters many times in the past. Do not be negligent; always have adequate countermeasures readied.

Outside 
the Home

Inside

●Have a flashlight and portable 
radio ready in case of power 
failure.

●Prepare emergency goods in-
cluding valuables for potential 
evacuation.

●Gain information from the 
weather information service.

●Stay inside the house unless it 
is absolutely necessary.

●Ensure drinking water is avail-
able in the case of water fail-
ure.

●Move household belongings 
and daily necessaries including 
food, clothes and bedclothes if 
the house is in potential danger 
of flood.

●Evacuate seniors, infants and 
the sick to a safe area.

●If there are downed power lines, use a 
wood stick to move it to a safe loca-
tion.

●If there is a danger of items falling or 
collapsing, immediately reinforce or re-
move them.

●If you are affective by flooding, be sure 
to thoroughly disinfect.

●If you are affected by water damage, 
be cautious of hygiene and sanitary 

conditions. Do not forget to take pre-
cautions such as boiling tap water and 
disinfecting hands.

●Wear clothing that does not expose 
any skin to prevent injuries when you 
are active. Wear a helmet as well for 
protection against possible falling ob-
jects.

●Assure good ventilation through the 
house in order for it to completely dry.

There are many hidden dangers after a typhoon or heavy rains have passed. Cooperate with the 
entire community to safely conduct recovery efforts.

Storm and Flood Damage/Landslides

Reinforce shutters so they are 
not loose.

Shutters

Move f lower pots,  clothes-
drying poles and other objects 
likely to be thrown about in-
doors.

Balcony

Clean out any garbage or dirt 
in the side ditches, and make 
them capable of draining rain 
water effectively.

Side Ditches

Check for cracks and looseness 
in the window frame. Prepare 
for objects being blown at the 
windows by high winds by 
taking steps such as covering 
windows on the outside with 
planks.

Window Glass

Reinforce cracks and damaged 
sections.

Block Fences

Confirm that mortar walls are 
not cracked, that wooden walls 
are not rotten or separated, that 
propane gas tanks are secured, 
etc.

Outside Walls
Confirm that seams on rain gutters have 
not come undone, that the coating has 
not come off, and that there is no deterio-
ration. Clean the gutters so that they do 
not become clogged with leaves or dirt.

Rain Gutters Confirm tiles are not cracked, 
broken, or loose, and that tin 
roofs are not turned upward or 
loose.

Roof

This is a map that shows predicted flooding and 
evacuation areas if the levees break or overflow 
due to flooding caused by heavy rains.
Be sure to confirm what might happen in the event 
of a flood near your home, workplace or school, as 
well as surrounding areas by using this map.

Suita City Flood Hazard Map

●�Suita City Anti-Disaster 
Weather Information

●�Suita City Email 
Service
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